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fort boyard gameplay: each time that you
complete one of the challenges in fort
boyard, you will receive a boyard coin that
will be used to unlock additional content. the
level of difficulty and the number of coins
that you get depend on the level. you can
also use the coins to buy upgrades for your
character. the graphics of fort boyard are
good. when you start the game, you can
choose between 2 skins: fort boyard – the
glorious fort and fort boyard – black gold,
which is a map with a more sinister feel. i
recommend the latter. fort boyard graphics:
the gameplay is ok but the graphics are
great. the background looks like a map that
you would find in a video game of the 80's
and the graphics are really good. fort boyard
controls: the controls are simple and easy to
use. you move your character with the
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arrows on the keyboard and jump with the
space bar. it’s a good, simple game. fort
boyard features: the game has some
additional content: additional maps,
additional characters (some exclusive to the
premium edition), additional weapons,
additional accessories, and some additional
challenges. the premium edition includes the
exclusive characters and items. fort boyard
content: each of the challenges has a level of
difficulty. you will be able to control the
gameplay by changing the level of difficulty.
inside this stone vessel posed on the sea,
relive the thrills of the teams that have
trodden the ground of fort boyard! in solo or
multiplayer mode, take up the challenge by
completing each of the activities to be found
in the fort and collect all the keys that will
lead you to the treasure.
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